
A Local Problem Solving Environment (PSE)
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•In research, we attempt to solve a problem, or at the very least increase our 
understanding of something in nature.
•Knowledge increases through theory and experiment, adjusting assumptions 
as one proceeds to account for differences between the two.
•Fundamental tenets apply:

•Repeated measurements with an expression of error, preferably from a 
variety of techniques (eg., NMR, x-ray diffraction etc)
•Assumptions used in theory  should always be stated
•Results should be reproducible (see K Popper)
•Peer Review
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•Level of success in research 
often predicated on 
collaboration, tools, methods,  
reproducible/reliable results. 

•In the following we focus on a 
local Problem Solving 
Environment, specifically the 
steps in understanding a 
chemical kinetic process

•Ultimately we aim to create a 
distributed problem solving 
environment, where we use 
cyber-infrastructure to support 
and extend research.
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•Research example: elucidate the process, including rates and structural 
details (microscopic models) for the uptake of cesium in clays such as
kaolinite
•Methods include Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (experiment) and ab initio
calculations (theory).
•Data is produced by both means; comparison for purposes of 
adjusting/creating model of solution is aided by simulation

Experiment Data Analysis Simulation

Theory,
calculations

data data

d ata

A Problem Solving Environment
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Experiment for PSE

•Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)  is a technique which exploits the 
magnetic properties of matter; most elements have a non-zero magnetic 
moment associated with their nuclei
•Specifically, magnetic moments are different for each nuclei, a function of 
spin and gyromagnetic ratio, the latter unique for each element.

Experiment data
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•Isolated spin I in static field B0 form the Zeeman energy levels:

separated by:

(change in energy = Planck’s constant x Larmor frequency

0; , 1,... 1,E m B m I I I Iγ= − = − + −ℏ
0 0E Bω γ∆ = =ℏ ℏ
•Convention: Magnetic field is parallel to z
drn; m is the expectation value of the spin in 
the z drn.
•Quantum mechanics -> each value of m is a 
label for a possible ‘state’ for the spin to be in, 
with an associated probability, given by the
Boltzmann distribution
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•Boltzmann distribution->the probability that a spin is in a particular 
population with energy E, labeled by m is proportional to the Boltzmann
factor:

mE

kTe
−    k=Boltzmann Constant=1.38x10-23 m2kg s-2K-1 

T=Temperature

•Population difference gives rise to 
macroscopic magnetization, the quantity 
we observe in NMR
•Observation requires resonance (why)?
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•Individual spins undergo precession in the magnetic field, at the Larmor
frequency.
•Spins take on different eigenvalues “m”, and thus have different magnetic 
moments.
•The sum of the microscopic moments of N spins gives an overall (albeit 
small) magnetization, about 1 part in 105 at room temperature.
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•Sample under study placed is placed in RF coil (solenoid), also in static 
field B0 ; coil is in x-y plane and is pulsed with energy at the Larmor
frequency:

•The RF energy rotates in the x-y plane; the frame of reference where it is 
stationary is called the rotating frame
•The static field is very much larger than the RF field; remember that the 
magnetization even with a Tesla magnitude static field is very small
•Resonance occurs when ω∼ω0 such that effective field experienced by M is 
the field ~B1.

•The magnetization consequently induces an emf in a coil referred to as the 
free induction decay (FID) 

1( cos sin )B t tω ω= +B i j
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Off resonance; magnetization rotates 
on a conical surface

On Resonance; magnetization rotates 
around x-axis

The phase of the RF energy determines the position of B1 in the xy
plane
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The NMR spectrometer
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•Detected signal is demodulated 
and digitized, accompanied by 
Fourier transformation and data 
processing
•The resulting spectrum is 
usually composed of one or more 
peaks, in the simplest case a
Lorentzian (absorption)
lineshape
•The position and shape of lines 
in the spectrum are all 
consequences of 
INTERACTIONS
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•Interactions are described by a ‘Hamiltonian’, a statement of the total energy of 
a system
•There are several important interactions in NMR, the most common being the 
chemical shift (gives information on local bonding arrangements including 
lengths angles etc)
•For spins I>1/2, the largest is the quadrupole interaction, between the
quadrupole moment of the nucleus and the surrounding electric field gradient

Relative contributions to internal spin 
Hamiltonian (I>1/2)
(Levitt)
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•The data which we receive from an NMR experiment is in the form of complex 
numbers, may be multi dimensional and requires a number of processing steps 
in order for it to be interpretable.

•Out of a variety of possible software candidates, Octave http://www.octave.org
is very reliable and (perhaps more importantly ☺ )  free

•Data is represented in Octave as a vector or a matrix, and ordinary rules of 
linear algebra apply

•Data is represented and stored on machines as binary (eg., float, double, short, 
long) or ASCII, hence there are roughly four major steps in data processing:

•File open/conversion
•Processing/analysis in software
•Visualization
•File storage/transmission

Data Analysis dataData Analysis for PSE
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•A worksheet in octave allows one to define/manipulate variables,
commands, create functions all of which may be placed in a  script
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•Example script: open data from experiment; variables in Octave/Matlab are 
stored in a complex vector called ‘data’

function [data]=v_open2(f_in);
%open varian file, return complex values 
%in ‘data’ 

fid=fopen(f_in,'r','ieee-be');
%open file ‘f_in’, read it ‘r’

[a b]=fread(fid,Inf,'int32');
%of type int32

data=(a(16:b));
data=reshape(data(16:b),2,(b-15)/2);
data=data(1,:)+i*data(2,:);
%second column imag data, first column real
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•The data of interest now resides in a vector called data, which is the fid 
recorded and stored after the experiment.
•The processing steps after the course of an experiment include Fourier 
transformation, where data is transformed from the time to frequency domain 
(largely for ease of interpretation), e.g., a Lorentzian:

t=0:0.1:10; 
%time, inverse of dwell (0.1) is bandwidth in frequ ency domain

data=exp((3.*i-0.5).*t);
%data, in time domain, which has real and imaginary compt
%’3’ corresponds to frequency
%’0.5’ is damping rate, or the inverse of the full width at half
%maximum height in the frequency domain
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%real component of time domain

plot(real(data))

%imaginary compt of time domain

plot(imag(data))

%real compt of frequency domain

plot(real(fftshift(fft(data))))

%imaginary compt of freq domain

plot(imag(fftshift(fft(data))))
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•While this is an example, 
what we extract in practice is 
much like the terms in the
Lorentzian, the full width at 
half maximum height, and 
frequency.
•These (indirectly) give the 
local atomic information we 
seek
•In general we must simulate 
the spectra in order to extract 
the information, due to the 
complex nature of the 
detected frequencies eg., on 
the RHS is a simulation of an 
NMR spectra for RbNO3
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•AT this point in the PSE, we have performed an experiment which has 
generated data
•In addition the output of this process, essentially binary or ASCII must be 
processed in order to be human readable/interpretable
•Finally, in the course of interpreting the results, it may be necessary to perform 
simulations, based on theory for the experiment

Experiment Data Analysis Simulationdata data
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•Finally, we perform a calculation to directly relate experimental 
quantities to microscopic details such as bond angles and lengths, 
motional effects where applicable



Theory/Calculations for PSE

•The complement to experiment is a theory or calculation to suit the 
parameters we measure (and report with error bars ☺ )
•For instance in this case, we would like to compare parameters extracted 
from Cesium substituted kaolinite such as chemical shifts and quadrupole
coupling constants for the probe nuclei Al, with calculations
•Both quantities are sensitive to local bonding arrangements and motional 
effects, hence the interest in calculating them
•Ab initio or first principle methods are required for their calculation, we 
seek an approximation to the many body Schrodinger equation:

H Eψ ψ=
H=Hamiltonian, an operator, a function of electron/neutrons
Ψ=Wave function
E=Energy Eigenvalues
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•In performing an ab initio calculation, we make approximations at ~three 
levels:

•The Born-Oppenheimer approximation
Nuclei are much heavier than electrons; they  are frozen and  ‘produce’ a potential 
in which the electrons are considered to move

•Density functional theory (necessary for calculating NMR parameters)-> replace 
the v. difficult many-body problem of interacting electrons in a static external 
potential, with non-interacting electrons moving in an effective potential

•Within the effective potential, besides external effects, must model exchange and 
correlation between electrons (eg., LDA, GGA etc)

•Using the (approximate) wave function produced, one can calculate the 
values of interest using the rules of QM eg., expectation value of an 
operator (like the chemical shielding):

*eg., A A A dxψ ψ ψ ψ= ∫
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•Available packages for ab-initio/Molecular Modeling
•Abinit http://www.abinit.org/

•Free, primarily electronic structure code but handles periodic solids 
well
•Active user group, forums etc (navigate from prior URL)

•Gaussian $$$$
•GAMESS http://www.msg.ameslab.gov/GAMESS/

•Free, many abilities incl a variety of wavefunction types in SCF 
theory with DFT corrections for correlation effects
•Gives many molecular properties, can do QM/MM approximation to 
periodic solids
•Forums: 
http://classic.chem.msu.su/gran/gamess/forum/discussion.html#6

•Argus Lab  http://www.planaria-software.com/
•Free molecular modeling software, as is:

•Molden http://www.cmbi.ru.nl/molden/
•PyMol http://pymol.sourceforge.net/

•Free, sort of ☺
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•Gaussian features include:
•Geometry optimization
•Frequency calculation for spectroscopy (eg., NMR, IR etc)
•Reaction paths
•Different solvation models

•Within g03 (latest) may also include Periodic Boundary Conditions (PBC), 
Molecular Dynamics.
•Input file *com or *inp is case insensitive, spaces, tabs, slash serve as 
delimiters between keywords
•The principle sections of the input are:

•Link 0 commands (prefaced with %)
•Route section (description of methods, basis, tasks to be performed)
•Title
•Molecule/system configuration (xyz, z matrix format etc)
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%chk=/home/mueller/test.chk

%mem=64MB

%nproc=1

#T B3LYP/6-31G(d) NMR 

Methane NMR @ B3LYP/6-31G(d) NMR

0,1

C

H,1,R

H,1,R,2,109.471221

H,1,R,2,109.471221,3,120.,0

H,1,R,2,109.471221,3,-120.,0

Variables:

R=1.09349799

Link0 commands

Method, basis

Atoms, coordinates

Gaussian Input File



•User guide at http://www.gaussian.com/g_ur/keywords.htmhas description  
of all relevant keywords that may be used.
•For example, in the route statement an explanation for B3LYP (a dft method) 
is at http://www.gaussian.com/g_ur/k_dft.htm:

Hybrid Functionals. Three hybrid functionals, which include a mixture of Hartree-Fock exchange with DFT exchange-
correlation, are available via keywords:

•Becke Three Parameter Hybrid Functionals. These functionals have the form devised by Becke in 1993 [79]:
•A*E X

Slater+(1-A)*EX
HF+B*∆EX

Becke+EC
VWN+C*∆EC

non-local

•where A, B, and C are the constants determined by Becke via fitting to the G1 molecule set. 
•There are several variations of this hybrid functional. B3LYP uses the non-local correlation provided by the LYP 
expression, 

•In the route statement, an explanation for 6-31G(d) (a basis set) is at (via the 
help manual toc) http://www.gaussian.com/g_ur/m_basis_sets.htm:

6-311G: Specifies the 6-311G basis for first-row atoms and the McLean-Chandler (12s,9p) (621111,52111) basis sets 
for second-row atoms [328,329] (note that the basis sets for P, S, and Cl are those called "negative ion" basis sets by 
McLean and Chandler; these were deemed to give better results for neutral molecules as well), the basis set of
Blaudeau and coworkers for Ca and K [322], the Wachters-Hay [330,331] all electron basis set for the first transition 
row, using the scaling factors of Raghavachari and Trucks [332], and the 6-311G basis set of McGrath, Curtiss and 
coworkers for the other elements in the third row [324,333,334].
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•Between calculation runs, examine structure in viewer/builder, make 
adjustments so as to find ~ agreement between theory/experimental values for 
parameters eg., view structure in PyMol; place cesium in interstitial layers

•Nearest neighbors? Motional effects?
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•Problems in research are solved over the course of performing experiments, 
analyzing/processing data, simulations and calculations.
•At each of the data output stages one must give thought as to how the data is 
transmitted, stored and/or visualized.
•Cyberinfrastructure boasts means to assist at each stage of the problem solving 
process, enhancing the local PSE  

Conclusions I



•A local PSE is greatly enhanced 
by the infrastructure provided by 
the internet, specifically:

•Databases (relieves burden 
of information retrieval)
•Computational ability 
(gridded calculation may be 
distributed over 1000’s of 
processors)
•Experimental Facility 
(remote access eg., PNNL)
•Collaboration
•Software tools Experiment

Theory
Output

Experiment

Theory

Experiment

Theory

CI
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•Gridded, multi-scale problem solving environments (PSE) are becoming 
increasingly common; several examples include:

• The Collabaratory for Multi-Scale Chemical Science http://cmcs.org
• The Earth System Grid http://www.earthsystemgrid.org
• The Sloan Digital Sky Survey http://www.sdss.org
• The Grid Physics Project (GriPhyN) http://www.griphyn.org

•In each case, the end user is offered a web portal which provides a launching 
point for access to data and means for performing calculations, processing  and 
analysis tasks on theirs and/or others data.

•We begin by considering data and it’s presentation over the web…
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•The internet has it’s origins  in ARPA (formed by Eisenhower) and was 
propelled by the need for a national communications network during the cold war
•Davies/Baran conceived Packet Switching 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Packet_switchingan efficient means of 
communication over a channel.
•A computer was conceived to realize their design and ARPANET goes online 
October 1969 between UCLA and Stanford.
•TCP/IP becomes the communication protocol 1 January 1983
•ARPANET is retired in 1990 and NSFNET established; university networks in 
the US and Europe join.
•MOSAIC, world’s first user friendly (graphical) browser becomes available in 
1993 http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/Projects/mosaic.html
•In 1995  commercial ISP’s are established, IE bundled with win95 is released.

•Information in a browser is displayed via a Mark Up Language…
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•(loosely speaking) one can effectively program a modest web page using a 
single mark up language:

•HTML- a document containing links to other documents and file types
•Text is written with markup tags, where tags indicate structure, have 
names and attributes and generally enclose a part of the text eg.,

<html><head><title>Childish Mnemonic</title></head>

<body>

<h1>My Very Easy Memory Jingle So Useful Naming Pla nets</h1>

<table border="1">

<tr><td>My<td>Very<td>Easy<td>Memory<td>Jingle<td>S o<td>Useful<td>Naming
<td>Planets

<tr><td>Mercury<td>Venus<td>Earth<td>Mars<sup>1</su p><td>Jupiter<td>Satu
rn<td>Uranus<td>Neptune<td>Pluto<sup>2</sup>

</table>

<ol><li>This has a face on it:<img src="face.jpg">< li>This is no longer 
considered a <em>planet</em></ol>

For more information please see <a href="http://www. nasa.gov">NASA</a>

</body>

</html>
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Title

H1 heading

Table

Ordered list

Hypertext
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Dynamic Content I

•Basic HTML is greatly enhanced by JavaScript, an interpreted language 
embedded within a webpage
•JavaScript may react to a particular event, format page content, query 
user (and take action), detect browser type, create cookies etc etc
•The language has familiar constructs incl for/if/while etc, contained 
between <script type="text/javascript"> and  </script>

statements.
•Example: a) query user (embed this in head  of HTML) and b) display 
time dependent statement (embed in body of HTML)
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<script type="text/javascript"> 

text=prompt("Your take on Pluto:","This is no 
longer considered a planet")

</script> 

<ol><li>This has a face on it:<img src="face.jpg">

<li><script type="text/javascript">document.write(t ext) 
</script></ol>

<script type="text/javascript">

var d=new Date()

var time=d.getHours()

if (time<6 & time > 2) 

{

document.write("<b>Venus should be visible at this 
time</b>")

}</script>

<br>

a)

b)
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•In a) we assign to the string text the item returned from the prompt box; the  
question posed is the first string, and the second string corresponds to the 
default text string (if no answer is given)

•In b) the document.write(text) statement takes the text and prints it, at this 
point in the HTML document. 
•In addition, a new object d is created, an instance of the Date() class. A new 
variable time is created, by calling the member function getHours(). If the 
hours are found to be within a certain time, the statement is issued
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Dynamic Content II

•Often it is necessary to take action at the server side eg., user validation, 
security, database query etc
•Out of various candidates PHP is free and easy to code, compatible with 
popular servers such as apache
•Commands embedded within a HTML document and parsed by the 
browser interact with scripts running at the server side eg., query user, 
call script foo.psp:

<form action=“foo.php" method="post"> 
Name: <input type="text" name="name" /> 
Age: <input type="text" name="age" /> 
<input type="submit" /> </form>
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Form to call
PHP
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•Often one needs to distinguish between  presentation  and content; HTML 
encapsulates both.
•XML (extensible Markup Language) is concerned specifically with content; tags  
are defined to suit the data, defined by the user, and are hierarchical
•Searching or parsing content like XML alone is much easier and allows different 
clients to interact using a data format which isn’t specific to any. 
•Example: This document (NMR figure)  is just pixels without metadata (data 
describing data); the file is essentially ‘lost’ in the web, irretrievable -> define 
XML for ‘figure’
•Another langauge (eg., XSL) must specify an application specific format for the  
presentation of XML
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>

<figure id="fig1" source="foo.pdf" date="180107">
<title><text></text></title>
<ylabel>
<tics><type></type><labels></labels></tics>
<text></text></ylabel>

<xlabel>
<tics><type></type><labels></labels></tics>
<text></text></xlabel>

<legend>
<number_of_series></number_of_series>
<series_label><text></text><symbol></symbol></serie s_label>
</legend>

<data_field>
<symbol></symbol>
<series></series>
<model></model>
</data_field>
</figure>
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•We have considered data and it’s presentation over the web;  thetransfer of 
data between two or more processes is more complex.
•Interprocess communication takes place between a client and server, where 
the client knows the address of the server, and once a connection is established 
communication is unilateral
•The two processes establish a socket with a system call, where a socket 
represents the end(s) of the communication channel.
•Sockets are programmed using C/C++ or Java, where the latter is also used to 
provide the most visual and computationally intensive aspects of web content.
•Java http://java.sun.com/was conceived by James Gosling; Java “Byte Code” 
is run on a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) which is available for most OS’s eg., 
Linux, Windows, even wireless devices like cell phones, no compilation.
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•Java is Object Oriented, just like C++, a model for programming where:

•Objects are “instances” of a class,  an abstraction which defines all the 
properties of something

•Inheritance; one or more classes may be derived from a parent (eg., the 
object “orange” is an instance of a fruit class, and the class valencia may 
be derived from orange)

•Encapsulation; the exact details of a class  may be hidden from the 
implementation
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Class Vineyard{
char color=“red”;
int yield=0;
int rainfall=0;

void changeColor(str new_value){
color = new_value;

}
void changeYield(int new_value){

yield = new_value;
}
void changeRainfall(int new_value){

rainfall=new_value;
}

}
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A Java Class



Class VinyardDemo{
public static void main(String[] args) { 

// Create two instances
vineyard CabSav = new Vineyard();
vineyard Chardonnay = new Vineyard();

CabSav.color(“red”);
CabSav.yield(20);
CabSav.rainfall(400);

Chardonnay.color(“white”);
Chardonnay.yield(30);
Chardonnay.rainfall(200);
}
}
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•Java programming is useful not only in communication, but also in providing 
rich dynamic content for web pages, run within the applet environment.
•JMOL http://jmol.sourceforge.net/is Java for viewing molecular models.
•Joone http://www.jooneworld.com/is Java  for use in Machine Learning tasks, 
where we seek to model and extract relationships between seemingly disparate 
pieces of data and/or make useful predictions.
•We will revisit Java in visualization and data analysis tasks shortly…

•HTML/javascript/PHP/Java are used to create static/dynamic web content, 
presented at the client browser,  but we require server software to provide this 
content to the end user ☺
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•Virtual Data Kit (VDT) http://vdt.cs.wisc.edu/is a single bundle of software 
which in essence manages all aspects of a distributed problem solving 
environment, including:

•Apache Web server (for HTML etc) http://www.apache.org/
•MySQL database http://www.mysql.com/
•Tomcat Server (Java) http://tomcat.apache.org/
•Globus (grid management) http://www.globus.org/
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•A local PSE is greatly enhanced by the internet, specifically by readily 
available and organized data, computational power, software, access to remote 
resources
•HTML/javascript/PHP are used to create static/dynamic web content; 
communication takes place over the internet (usually) under the TCP protocol, 
between client and server processes
•The XML language is document content focused, providing a platform 
independent ‘language’ for data
•Java is an example of an OO language which has applicability to a wide variety 
of tasks including communications, Machine Learning and Visualization. 
•VDT is a software bundle which contains server software for a variety of tasks 
including grid computation management, web service and MySQL database.

Conclusions II
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Building a distributed PSE; Databases using PHP + MySQL
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•Recall that at each stage of a problem solving cycle we produce data of varied 
types and usefulness
•Refinement, information accessibility improves (hopefully) at each output; we 
need databases to store information.
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•Databases have various benefits including:

•As information increases and is stored, we can reduce the uncertainty in 
our observations, and the sample/population mean converge ala the ‘law of 
large numbers’

•Machine Learning techniques including clustering may be used to 
discover relationships between seemingly disparate pieces of information

•Persistence of information; that is, information becomes ‘indelible’. 
Relationships between individual pieces of information may be established 
automatically, based on established rules and ontologies

•Accessibility, distributed/available across the world via the internet
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•There are various types of databases, the most common being MySQL 
http://www.mysql.com/(open source)

•Databases have different structures, common types include hierarchical (eg., 
like XML) and relational (eg., MySQL)

•Relational databases are the most popular, where information resides in tables, 
containing ‘related’ n-tuples of information; in MySQL these correspond to the 
rows.

•A Structured Query Language (eg., MySQL) is used to retrieve, store, search 
etc for information.

• A unique identifier for a row (eg., social security #, message number in a 
forum) is referred to as a key, used in indexing and searching
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Author Nuclei Material Site # Wo(MHz) CQ(Hz) SW(kHz) Sc-O(A)
WJB 45Sc Sc2O3 1 72.9 4e6 20 3.5
WJB 45Sc Sc2O3 2 72.9 18e6 20 2.8
WKB 45Sc Sc2O3 1 72.9 3.8e6 20 3.4
WKB 45Sc Sc2O3 2 72.9 19e6 20 2.7

WJB 45Sc Sc2(SO4)3 1 72.9 2e6 20 4.2
WJB 45Sc Sc2(SO4)3 2 72.9 3e6 20 4.8
WJB 45Sc Sc2(SO4)3 3 72.9 4e6 20 5.1

•Example: experimental NMR data…

•Fidelity of measurement (CQ) increases; we can also discover relationships 
between pieces of information (eg., Sc-O bond and CQ)
•Collaboration on a massive scale takes place seamlessly
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//invoke mqsql (as root)
>mqsql –u root –p

//create database
>create database nmrdata;

//extend permission to user bill with password ding 123
>GRANT ALL ON nmrdata.* TO bill@localhost IDENTIFIE D BY “ding123“; 

//as user, invoke mysql as before; select database
>mysql nmrdata –u bill –p

//create a table
>CREATE TABLE nmrdata_table(
n_id INT NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY,
nuclei VARCHAR(4),
larmor FLOAT);

•Database resides on disk; server program (eg., mysql running on 
dirac.chem.psu.edu) handles requests which are (fairly) simple statements  
eg., from the terminal:
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//query database
>SHOW TABLES;

//list column names and types
>DESCRIBE nmrdata_table;

//insert data
>INSERT INTO nmrdata_table (nuclei, larmor) values (“45Sc”, 72.9);

//perform a query; show these columns
>SELECT nuclei, larmor from nmrdata_table;

//show all
>SELECT * from nmrdata_table;  
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•More commonly one uses an interface based on  PHP to interact with MySQL 
eg., phpMyAdmin http://www.phpmyadmin.net/home_page/index.php
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•Recall that PHP is a (free) server side script language used to provide 
dynamic content; scripts may be composed of text, tags, html, enclosed in 
<?php and ?>

•PHP has constructs familiar to many languages; some peculiarities include
•Variables preceded by $ eg., $d=“foo”;
•Only write HTML sent from server using echo statements, eg., 
echo $d; (prints foo in browser window)
•Concatenation of variables using ‘.’ eg., echo ”Value:”. $d 
(prints Value: foo in browser window)
•Special variables like $_GET take variables from HTML forms, to be 
used with *php scripts eg.,

Welcome <?php echo $_GET["name"]; ?>.<br /> 
You are <?php echo $_GET["age"]; ?> years old!
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•PHP serves as an interface to various applications; can also be used to provide 
graphical content http://www.zend.com/zend/tut/dynamic.php
•Functions in PHP take variables and return values; to interact with MySQL 
one uses:

•mysql_connect() eg., $cn = 
mysql_connect(‘localhost’,’bill’,’ding123’);

•mysql_query() eg., mysql_query("CREATE DATABASE nmrdata",$cn));

•mysql_select_db() eg., mysql_select_db(“nmrdata”,$cn);

•mysql_close()

•mysql_query is the facility for  most of the simple query language statements 
eg., CREATE TABLE, INSERT INTO etc
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•Example; an internet forum composed of a few PHP scripts 
http://www.phpeasystep.com/workshopview.php?id=12

•HTML form 
create_topic.htm takes fields; 
calls add_topic.php at server 
which submits fields to d.base

<?php //set variables here eg.,  
$host=“localhost”;
// Connect to server and select database
mysql_connect("$host", "$username", "$password")or die("can’t co nnect"); 
mysql_select_db("$db_name")or die("cannot select DB ");

// get data that sent from form eg.,
$topic=$_POST['topic'];

//put into dbase
$sql="INSERT INTO $tbl_name(topic, detail, name, em ail, datetime)
VALUES('$topic', '$detail', '$name', '$email', '$da tetime')";
$result=mysql_query($sql);
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•Information within a distributed PSE may be come from a variety of sources, 
all useful in a problem solving setting. Examples include:

•Dialogue in an internet forum, FAQ, mailing list etc
•Experimental/simulation data, unprocessed/processed
•Input parameters for web based simulations, theoretical calculations etc

•Irregardless of the source, information uploaded via forms and subsequently 
included in dbase remotely persists also in short term memory and cache (eg., 
history, back button) on the client side

•May take advantage of persistence in conjunction with XML to construct 
problem solution automatically…
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PHP

XML

MySQL

HTML/JS

Server

Client

•By defining appropriate 
ontologies and schema, one 
may construct an XML 
(hierarchical) database at the 
client side whilst constructing 
the MySQL (relational) 
database at the server side.

•Advantages would include:
•Customizable  relationships between data objects,  reflected in XML at the 
client side
•Removes burden of classification/organization etc; more attention may be 
given to the methods  
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•Code is available at 
http://www.devx.com/getHelpOn/10MinuteSolution/16481/1954?pf=truefor 
creating a persistent store from data in memory

•Using a style sheet language eg., XLST, the raw XML may be presented as 
required eg., in terms of images, plots, tables etc
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Conclusions III

•Databases allow for collaboration across a global scale, and are highly 
accessible; data persists and is organized
•New relationships between seemingly disparate pieces of information may be 
discovered, as well as reducing errors in observation by the accrual of 
information
•Relational databases make information storage and retrieval manageable; a 
hierarchical scheme such as XML can defined to suit the end goal of the 
researcher
•Data persistence in an XML island makes the automatic collation of data 
possible, alleviating the burden for the researcher of creating relationships 
between datum.
•PHP serves as an interface to a variety of methods and software, including the 
MySQL database.  
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•Rudolf Arnheim in “Visual Thinking” says:

In looking at an object we reach out for it. With an invisible finger we move 
through the space around us, go out to the distant places where things are 
found, touch them, catch them, scan their surfaces, trace their borders, 
explore their texture. It is an eminently active occupation…. 

….artistic activity is a form of reasoning, in which perceiving and thinking 
are indivisibly intertwined. A person who paints, writes, composes, dances, 
I felt compelled to say, thinks with his senses…truly productive thinking in 
whatever area of cognition takes place in the realm of imagery. 

..

Visualization

•Data produced at every step of our problem solving process has a
representation as a 2d image, but throughout the process we also build a model 
of our system, often a 3d object mapped to 2d
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•We consider first plotting data; out of a variety of techniques, two lend 
themselves well to a distributed solution over the web:

•PHP interface to plotting software running on the server,  GNUplot    
http://celeste.cn/PHP-GNUPlot/

•PHP  using the GD library http://devzone.zend.com/node/view/id/1269
creating graphical content on the fly

•The former is  a PHP class for interfacing with a different program, which runs 
on the server. 
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•The latter is a single PHP script which does essentially three things:
•Sends a special header from the server to the client
•Uses the GD (library) command set to create images
•Sends graphical content to the browser

•We dictate the content type sent to the browser via the header eg.,

header(“Content-type: image/jpeg”);  
header(“Content-type: application/zip”);

•The GD library (Thomas Boutelli) contains the necessary functions for 
creating the image eg., ImageCreate()
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•Elements of graphical output have a “handle” associated with them, a number 
by which each element may be referenced eg., 

//create image
$image = imageCreate($diagramWidth, $diagramHeight);

//allocate some colors
$colorBackgr = imageColorAllocate($image, 192, 192, 192);

//put text on the plot
imageString($image, 3, 10, $diagramHeight - 58,  "# Points: 
".$points, $colorCross);

•The function is drawn to the plot at the same time as it is calculated, during a 
loop:

// draw line from last point to current point
if ($x > 1) {imageLine($image, $oldX, $oldY,  $x/($points) 
* $diagramWidth, $y2, $color); }
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•The PHP script creates a new header with content type *png and the image is 
loaded into the browser window:

•2d data plots are simply composed of lines and text strings with simple 
characteristics such as color, width etc; 3d objects are much more difficult to 
construct.
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•When modeling an object we must simulate the effects of light, eg., via 
shading in the etch (left) or use of color (right) to convince the mind of 
depth and realism

Rembrandt van Rijn’s “The Return of the Prodigal Son”
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•Raytracing is a method which produces photo realistic images via simulating 
the path of light over three dimensional objects

•Paths taken by light are traced backward from the camera point, the location 
specified by the user.

•POVray is a raytracer which takes a text file *pov as input to a parser, which 
renders an image in a variety of possible formats eg., *png

•Many features are available including large libraries of objects, 48bit color 
images, basic/advanced shape primitives, Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG), 
textures, lighting options (eg., diffuse)
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•POVray uses a left handed coordinate system to specify the coordinates of 
objects

•Input files *pov may be created in a text editor and begin with #include 
statements eg.,

#include “colors.inc”  //predefined scene
#include “textures.inc” //elements
#include “shapes.inc”

•The camera statement gives the location and orientation of (what is 
essentially) the viewer’s perspective:

camera {
location <1,1,-1>
look_at <0,0,0>
}

x

z

y
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•One may wish to specify a plane, where the vector <0,1,0> is the unit 
normal and –1 represents the displacement from the origin 

plane { <0,1,0> , -1

pigment {
checker color Black, color White
//checker board pattern
} }

•Objects are specified using simple descriptions eg.,

torus {
4, 1   //major and minor radius
rotate –90*x //a rotation of -90 degrees around x
pigment {Yellow}
} 
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•Constructive Solid Geometry is a powerful means for constructing
complicated imagery from simple primitives eg., a sphere

•There are various ways within POVray for creating complex objects from 
simpler ones, eg., the ‘blob’ object:

blob {
threshold 0.65
sphere {<0.5,0,0>,0.8, 1.2 pigment {Blue}}
sphere {<-0.5,0,0>,0.8,1.2 pigment {Red}}
finish{phong 1}
rotate -90*x
}

•All files must contain a specification of the light source:

light_source {<2,4,-3>  color White}
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•The text file *pov is parsed (eg., from the command line in linux ‘povray 
foo.pov’) and the image is rendered in the popup window, a copy created in 
foo.png
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Conclusions IIII

•Visualization is process where “perceiving and thinking are indivisibly 
intertwined” (Arnheim); we construct a visual representation of some instance 
of data, or a model
•We distinguish between flat 2d plots and a representation of a 3d object via 
raytracing, mapped back to 2d
•Raytracing simulates the interaction of light with 3d objects by “tracing back” 
from the observer’s eye rays of light
•POVray is a raytracer which offers many features incl basic/advanced shape 
primitives, Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG), textures, lighting options (eg., 
diffuse)
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Neural Networks

•Machine learning (ML) is behind the more useful elements of the web and the 
subset of the field which seeks to emulate the behavior of biological neurons is 
referred to as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)

•A neural net may be used in optical character recognition, general pattern 
recognition tasks, time series prediction, function approximation, data 
clustering…

•A very versatile, useful device which has it’s origins in AI, first proposed in 
1943; McCulloch/Pitts write paper on how neurons might work and build an 
electrical circuit model

•1950’s AI field is born at Dartmouth, John Von Neumann proposes models 
built on tubes, the perceptron is created based on studies of fly’s eye 
(Rosenblatt) 
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•Neural Networks are superior to classical computers in a number of cases:

•Where data inputs are noisy or prone to error
•In establishing relationships in data
•Where there exists no algorithm for solving a set problem, but we 
‘know’ the outputs we seek for given inputs

•The latter is particularly powerful in pattern recognition, or training an NN 
to take a particular action when presented with a pattern graphical/numerical 
in nature, eg.,

•Recognizing a tumor in an MRI scan (diagnostics)
•Converting handwriting into ASCII text (Optical Character 
Recognition, OCR)
•Assessment/measurement based on geometry  in image 
(Morphometrics, eg., geological surveying based on terrain)
•Bioinformatics, sequence alignment for RNA/DNA, proteins
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•A biological neuron is an individual cell within a much larger group which 
comprises a biological neural network eg., the brain

•Communication takes place chemically/electrically; signals propagate across 
the synapse between terminals and dendrites

terminal buttons

Axon

Axon hillock

Dendrite

Soma

Nucleus
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The perceptron models a single neuron

x1

x2

xn-1

xn

w1

w2

wn-1

wn

f(x)Σ

f(x)=<w,x>+b

•Output f(x) is vector dot product 
of weights wi and inputs xi , with 
a linear offset b

•We ‘train’  by changing 
weights, to reduce the difference 
between target values t(x) and 
f(x), when presented with input

•After training, a perceptron is 
able to ‘recognize’ a set of inputs



•Training methods vary, but the essential idea is to adjust the weights until the 
error (difference between desired output and actual output when presented 
with input) is negligible

•The general rule is something like:

• η is between 0 and 1 and is the ‘learning rate’; err(p) is the 
error for pattern p

•Much like a biological neuron, the result f(x) is thresholded; that is, just as a 
synapse fires with some fairly consistent electrical intensity, the perceptron
transmits one of two states, usually binary (1 or 0)

( 1) ( ) . ( )i iW t W t err pη+ = +
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•A popular method for training a single perceptron (or later a whole Neural 
Net) is the Generalized Delta Rule (GDR):

•Make initial (random) guesses for the weights w
•Make the activation a sigmoid function, ie., the output t(x) is:

•The function f(x) is determined as before, and for each input pattern x
with desired output d, update the weights according to:

•This overall process is repeated until the desired convergence is reached
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•We determine a new threshold, by creating a vestigial input, xn+1 =1, with 
weight wn+1; the latter is updated as part of the GD process.

•When the learning process is finished (at rate eta <1), the extra input is 
discarded and the associated weight becomes the bias b, such that:

•Example: A single perceptron; create an OR truth table and adjust the 
weights according to the GDR

•We will see that  there are severe limitations to the patterns that may be 
learnt by a single perceptron/layer in a network

1   if     ( ) , 0
( )

0   if     ( ) , 0

f x w x b
t x

f x w x b

=< > + >
=  =< > + <
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%desired behavior

x=[0 0 1; 0 1 1; 1 0 1; 1 1 1]';
y=[0; 1; 1; 1];

%initial guesses for w
w=rand(1,3);

%adjust according to the delta rule
for j=1:n
for i=1:4

t=w*x(:,i);
tt=1/(1+exp(-t));

w(1)=w(1)+c.*(y(i)-tt).*tt.*(1-tt).*x(1,i);
w(2)=w(2)+c.*(y(i)-tt).*tt.*(1-tt).*x(2,i);
w(3)=w(3)+c.*(y(i)-tt).*tt.*(1-tt).*x(3,i);
end
end
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function [f]=test_simple_nn(n,c)

% test simple perceptron

%inputs

x=[0 0; 0 1; 1 0; 1 1]';

ww=train_simple_nn(n,c);

[m n]=size(ww);

w=[ww(1,n), ww(2,n)];

%activation

a=ww(3,n);

f=((w*x+a)>0);
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•Train, and check for convergence:
[a]=train_simple_nn(1000,0.1);
plot(a(1,:));
Plot(a(2,:));

•Vary the number of iterations from 1000, as well as the learning rate 0.1 and re-
examine the convergence

•Perform an implementation of the perceptron, check that we have desired 
outputs (OR):

[a]=test_simple_nn(1000,0.1);

•Note that in adjusting the weights so that the target outputs are reached, we have 
created a ‘decision boundary’ that separates the various input patterns
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•We can  draw a diagram of the inputs/outputs and a suitable position for 
the decision boundary for the OR problem:

x1

x2

f(x)==1

f(x)==0

•However, in general, a single perceptron/layered network is only suitable 
for problems which are linearly separable

•The classic example given for breakdown is the XOR problem; we must 
construct a layered network and introduce an extended means to train it, 
eg., usingbackpropagation (of error)
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•GD rule + Back Propagation for Neural Network follows simple prescription; 
requires the previous definitions, but in addition:

•Target activations are not known for hidden units/layers prior to output, 
one may show that a suitable weight change is given by:

. (1 ).i i
i

w w w t t xη δ ← + −  ∑
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•Present inputs to first layer, sum and create activations for next layer, repeat 
process until output activations are created

•Use the GD rule to adjust weights of output, based on difference between 
outputs and targets

•Propagate errors backward by using the backpropagation rule, where 
‘activations’ are simulated by weighted sums of successive deltas

•As for the output layer, adjust weights based on GD rule as one moves back 
through layers

•Repeat cycle for all patterns

•Repeat entire procedure until desired convergence is reached
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t1=w1*x(:,i);   t2=w2*x(:,i);
tt2=1/(1+exp(-t2));  tt1=1/(1+exp(-t1));

t3=w3*[tt1 tt2 1]';

tt3=1/(1+exp(-t3));
%delta for output

d1=(y(i)-tt3).*tt3.*(1-tt3);
%output perceptron

w3(1)=w3(1)+c*d1*tt1;
w3(2)=w3(2)+c*d1*tt2;
w3(3)=w3(3)+c*d1;

%input layer; one of two perceptrons

w2(1)=w2(1)+c*d1*w3(2)*tt2*(1-tt2)*x(1,i);
w2(2)=w2(2)+c*d1*w3(2)*tt2*(1-tt2)*x(2,i);
w2(3)=w2(3)+c*d1*w3(2)*tt2*(1-tt2);
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function [f]=test_layer_nn(n,c)

% test single layer, back propagation net

%inputs

x=[0 0; 0 1; 1 0; 1 1]';

[ww1,ww2,ww3]=train_layer_nn(n,c);

[m n]=size(ww1);

w1=[ww1(1,n), ww1(2,n)];
w2=[ww2(1,n), ww2(2,n)];
w3=[ww3(1,n), ww3(2,n)];

%bias

b1=ww1(3,n);
b2=ww2(3,n);
b3=ww3(3,n);

f=(w3*[((w1*x+b1)>0);  ((w2*x+b2)>0)]+b3)>0;
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•Train, and check for convergence:

[a,b,c]=train_layer_nn(1000,0.1);

plot(a(1,:));

plot(b(1,:));

plot(c(1,:));

•Vary the number of iterations from 1000, as well as the learning rate 0.1 
and re-examine the convergence

•Perform an implementation of the single layer NN, check that we have 
desired outputs (XOR):

[a]=test_layer_nn(4000,0.5);
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•In reality, one uses ‘momentum’ in backpropagation learning for larger nets, to 
prevent wild variation in the weights; there are also rigorous means for deciding 
when convergence is reached

•In addition,  input patterns may be reduced in dimension, to reduce the 
overhead in training, for eg., in image translation to XML use the eigenvalues 
of the image matrix; let the image matrix (letter ‘A’) be equal to B: 

•More recently, linear methods have been devised, such as Support Vector 
Machines (SVM) which prove much faster and efficient for certain applications

1 2 3

0 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 1 0

[ , , ,..]0 1 1 1 0

0 1 0 1 0

TB B λ λ λ→→ →→
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•If you’re not a masochist and don’t want to program a net for your own 
research, you might consider JOONE (Java Object Oriented Neural Engine):

•Takes inputs of many forms incl excel, database(s), yahoo finance…

•Many ANN models, learning methods etc, program visually
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Conclusions V

•Artificial Neural Networks seek to emulate the behavior of the biological 
nervous system

•A neural net may be used in optical character recognition, general pattern 
recognition tasks, time series prediction, function approximation, data 
clustering…

•A single perceptron is only suitable for  a pattern set which is linearly separable 
eg., OR logic. In general, a multi-layered network is required eg., XOR logic

•The Generalized Delta Rule (GDR) is one possible training means and 
combined with backpropagation (for instance) maybe used to train an entire 
network

•Often the dimensions of the input patterns are reduced to lower the burden of 
training.
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